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After careful analysis of the provided claim data, we concluded that there were no
egregious errors in dates or claim amounts. Claims were always reported before they were
resolved, there were few outliers in claim amounts, and no negative values. We then calculated
reserves utilizing the paid chain ladder method, reported chain ladder method, expected method,
Bornhuetter-Ferguson method, and the Cape Cod method for the personal auto physical damage,
personal auto liability, and homeowner’s property lines of business in order to determine ultimate
losses for each accident year.

Trends in the Data
The data was fairly consistent with a relatively similar number of claims and payments in

each year. Overall, personal auto liability claims took the longest to payout with some claims
from 2011 still unsettled. Conversely, personal auto physical damage claims were all paid out
within 3 years. Throughout all lines of business, 2017 had the highest number of claims and
dollars paid out. Additionally, in 2015 in personal auto liability claims, there was a single claim
worth over $4 million, and another claim for $1.1 million, which were significantly higher than
all other claims. These two claims made up approximately 7.5% of all claims for the entire year.

Analysis of Reserving Methods
Each reserving method is accompanied by various benefits and drawbacks. The chain

ladder method is one of the oldest, most widely used, and is appropriate with stable patterns of
loss development, but it is only accurate when past patterns are assumed to continue into the
future. The expected method can be used even when there is a lack of past data, however it
requires a minimum level of loss reserves. The Bornheutter-Fergusen method is exceptional at
handling uneven patterns of loss development, especially when data is incurred but not reported.
Contrastingly, it is not effective for short-tailed lines of insurance, and will distort results if claim
reporting patterns change. The Cape Cod method is reliable because it prevents distortion by
unexpected fluctuation at the start of the year, but it requires a high volume of credible reported
claims to yield an accurate expected claims estimate.

Ultimate Loss Selections
After calculating the ultimate loss results from accident year 2011 to 2020 for each of the

methods, we can compare each method’s results to the actual claim data to determine the best
reserving method for our situation. Tables 1-3 show the difference from the ultimate loss result
from the methods and the actual claim data for each of the three lines of businesses. For each
accident year, the best reserving method for that specific year is chosen by first valueing how



close each method’s paid data difference is to zero and secondarily how close overall is the
reported and paid difference is from zero.

Through this process, we conclude that the paid chain ladder method is the best method
overall for each of the lines of the business for a majority of the time period. However, in the
homeowners and liability lines of businesses, the expected method served as the best method for
2017 (as well for the total aggregate data shown in Table 4) and the Bornheutter-Fergusen
method served as the best method in 2018 of the personal auto physical damage line of business.
Nevertheless, the paid chain ladder method held its ground in the total aggregate data in Table 4
where it was the best method in years 2011-2015 and 2018-2020 with the Expected Method as
the best method for 2016 and 2017. This follows the pros of the chain ladder method where we
have a large volume of claims and generally stable patterns of loss development.

Standardization of a Line of Business
If our team had limited actuarial resources and needed to reduce the amount of time

needed to complete the reserve analysis by standardizing the methods used on one line of
business, we would standardize using the paid chain ladder method for the personal auto physical
damage line of business. Personal auto physical damage’s data was very consistent, where each
claim was paid out consistently in about three years and had the average claim severity
consistent throughout all claims in the line of business. In comparison, due to its large amount of
average claim severity and total dollar amount in comparison to the other lines of business, the
homeowners line of business should not be standarized so that our team has more control and
better specified analysis in a line of business that consumes a majority of the overall loss dollar
amount. The liability line of business, on the other hand, should not be standardized since the
total dollar amount of loss each year varies significantly with peaks in 2015 of around six million
dollars with dips at years such as 2016 of around one million dollars. As shown in Table 3, the
paid chain ladder method is the best (or second best) method for the last three years and is spot
on with every other method besides Expected for years 2011 to 2017, leading paid chain ladder
method as the best method overall for personal auto physical damage.

Excluding Catastrophes
CAT reserving must be done through separate reserving processes since many common

loss reserving techniques assume that payment loss patterns can be used to model the future. If
included in these models, costly catastrophes would create outliers and disrupt the natural
patterns that are being created for commonplace reserve calculations. Thus, unpredictable
catastrophes that are not reliant on human behavior must be calculated through separate
reserving processes. However, challenges with this distinct reserving process include predicting
the likelihood and severity of catastrophic events and facing government regulations that limit
reserves for catastrophes. All of these challenges establish a great level of difficulty in producing
a proper sum of reserve funds for catastrophic events.



Appendix
Table 1 (Homeowners Ultimate Loss Comparison):

Table 2 (Liability Ultimate Loss Comparison):

Table 3 (Physdam Ultimate Loss Comparison):

Table 4 (Total Ultimate Loss Comparison):


